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ABSTRACT: In this quantum approach, by adding bridge/π-spacer
fragments between the donor and acceptor parts of a newly constructed
DF-PCIC (A−D−A type) molecule, it is the aim to improve the
photovoltaic characteristics of organic solar cells (OSCs). After π-
spacer insertion into the reference molecule (DF-R), six new molecules
(DF-M1 to DF-M6) were designed. The optoelectronic attributes of
newly inspected molecules were theoretically calculated using
MPW1PW91/6-31G(d,p) level of theory. All newly proposed
molecules possessed a lower band gap (Eg), a higher value of
absorption, lower reorganization energy, greater dipole moment, and
lower energies of excitations than the DF-R molecule. The frontier
molecular orbital study proclaimed that the DF-M1 molecule has the
lowest band gap of 1.62 eV in comparison to the 2.41 eV value of DF-
R. Absorption properties represented that DF-M1 and DF-M2 molecules show the highest absorption values of up to 1006 and 1004
nm, respectively, in the near-infrared region. Regarding the reorganization energy, DF-M2 has the lowest value of λe (0.0683896 eV)
and the lowest value of λh (0.1566471 eV). DF-M2 and DF-M5 manifested greater dipole moments with the values of 5.514665 and
7.143434 D, respectively. The open circuit voltage (VOC) of all the acceptors was calculated with J61, a donor complex. DF-M4 and
DF-M6 molecules showed higher values of VOC and fill factor than the DF-R molecule. Based on the given results, it was supposed
that all the newly presented molecules might prove themselves to be better than the reference and thus might be of great interest to
experimentalists. Thus, they are suggested to be used to develop proficient OSC devices with improved photovoltaic prospects in the
near future.

1. INTRODUCTION
Organic solar cells (OSCs) have gained noteworthy attention in
recent years because of their potential as a significant source of
renewable energy.1,2 Despite the low power conversion
efficiency (PCE) of primitive OSCs, they have shown a
tremendous improvement in efficiency in a very short period
of time. OSCs are better in terms of having a low fabrication cost,
mechanical flexibility, and low weight, have easily tunable
properties, and have a variety of techniques for the processing of
different solutions.3−6 However, there is still a huge need to
improve the efficiency of OSCs for commercial applications. In
order to enhance the performance of OSCs, various approaches
have been established, including the use of nonfullerene
acceptors (NFAs) as an alternative to traditional fullerene
acceptors.7−9 But minimizing the energy loss of nonfullerene
OSCs is still a critical challenge for researchers working in this
field.

Recent research reports suggest that minimizing energy loss is
critical in achieving high-performance OSCs. The energy loss in
OSCs is the difference between the energy of lowest photo-

generated exciton of material and the associated open circuit
energy.10 It sets a fundamental limit to the open-circuit voltage
and hence the efficiency of organic photovoltaic cells (OPVs).
The understanding of the relationship between the reorganiza-
tion energy (RE) and energy losses has resulted in minimizing
energy loss up to 0.6 eV.11 Some π-extendedNFAs have shown a
low energy loss of 0.48 eV.12 Additionally, the use of narrow
band gap NFAs can broaden the absorption spectrum of OSCs
to the near-infrared region, reducing energy loss.13

For proper tuning the energy levels and upgrading the
efficiency of OSCs, various approaches have been developed,
such as end-capped modification, π-spacer insertion, and side
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Figure 1. Molecular structural design of DF-R and (DF-M1 to DF-M6) six designed molecules.
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chain engineering.14−17 The π-spacer insertion technique is a
relatively new approach that has shown potential in improving
the performance of OSCs based on NFAs. The π-spacer
insertion technique involves the insertion of a π-spacer unit
between the donor and the acceptor materials in the active layer
of the OSCs. This π-spacer unit helps adjust the intermolecular
distance between the donor and acceptor, which can improve
the charge transfer efficiency and reduce recombination losses,
thereby increasing the PCE and stability of the OSCs. The π-
bridges enhance absorptions, lower the band gap, increase the fill
factor (FF), prolong the conjugation, lessen the charge
recombination of the molecules, and play a role in reducing
the energy loss.18,19 All of these factors contribute to improve
the overall performance of OSCs.

In 2018, Zhang and co-workers reported an improvement in
the PCE of a nonfullerene OSC based on the acceptor IDTBR
when a π-spacer unit was inserted between the donor material
PBDB-T and the acceptor. The device with the π-spacer
exhibited a PCE of 11.3%, compared to 8.2% for a control device
without the π-spacer.20 They found that the chemical structure
of the π-spacer unit can also have a significant impact on the
performance of nonfullerene OSCs. Besides improving the
working potential of nonfullerene OSCs, the π-spacer insertion
technique has also been shown to improve the stability of these
devices. For example, Lin along with colleagues reported that the
use of a π-spacer unit in a nonfullerene OSC based on the
acceptor ITIC improved the device stability under continuous
light soaking.21

Li and co-workers developed an unfused core-based NFA
molecule (DF-PCIC) in 2018, which possessed remarkable
properties such as high stability due to noncovalent interactions,
a high FF of 0.72, and an improved PCE of 10.4%.22 This
molecule consists of an A−D−A configuration with planar
acceptors and donor parts. The two 4H-cyclopenta[2,1-b:3,4-
b′]dithiophene groups with large alkyl chains attached on both
sides of 2,5-difluorobenzene (DFB) contribute to its electron-
rich properties acting like donor moieties. The acceptor, 2-(3-
oxo-indan-1-ylidene)-malononitrile, attached on the periphery
of both sides of the donor is a highly electron-withdrawing
species. This molecule exhibited efficient charge mobility with a
broad absorption spectrum having λmax at 671 nm in
chloroform.22

With an intention of further improving the optoelectronic
attributes and thus the efficiency of the presynthesized DF-
PCIC molecule, we have investigated the effect of insertion of
different bridges in this study as shown in Figure 1. The six novel
π-spacer/bridges inserted in the DF-R molecule are 2-oxa-4,6,9-
triaza-cyclopenta[b]naphthalene resulting inDF-M1, thia-4,6,9-
triaza-cyclopenta[b]naphthalene to develop DF-M2,23 [1,2,5]-
thiadiazolo[3,4-d]pyridazine to develop DF-M3,24 3-methoxy-
thiophene to fabricate DF-M4, 4,6-dimethyl-thieno[3,4-b]-
thiophene-2-carboxylic acid methyl ester to form DF-M5,25

and 3,4-dihydro-2H-thieno[3,4-b][1,4]dioxepine to fabricate
DF-M6.26 The insertion of six different π-spacers between the
core and acceptors of the DF-R molecule has a prominent effect
on optoelectronic attributes, electron and hole RE, and
photovoltaic (PV) performance of all designed molecules.
These bridges due to their electron-donating attributes could
also increase the donor/acceptor ratio of the molecules. This
increased ratio could help in better charge transfer and broader
absorption spectra in the visible region. Additionally, it can help
the molecules attain better generation of free electrons and free

holes through lowered ionization potential and electron affinity
values.27

2. COMPUTATIONAL METHODOLOGY
Gaussian 09 was used for all computations in this approach.28

The results of the computations were visualized by the
GaussView 6.0.16 system.29 DF-R was investigated by
implementing four different functionals. These functionals
include B3LYP,30 CAM-B3LYP,31 MPW1PW91,32 and
wB97XD33 with the 6-31G(d,p) basis set. The ulltraviolet−
visible (UV−vis) absorption characteristics of DF-R were
predicted using time-dependent self-consistent field (TDSCF)
calculations.34 The maximum absorption (λmax) of DF-R from
the aforementioned four functionals was compared to
experimental λmax values (671 nm) found in the literature to
ensure that the computational aspect was feasible. The best
matched functional that was opted for this analysis is
MPW1PW91 with a wavelength of 651.52 nm, while the λmax
values of all other applied methods for this selected molecule
came out to be 700.30 nm (B3LYP), 527.24 nm (CAM-B3LYP),
and 500.71 nm (wB97XD), respectively.35 The absorption
spectra and λmax comparison of different functionals are shown
in Figure 2.

The λmax of all molecules obtained by plotting UV−vis graphs
was projected by operating Origin 6.0 software.36 The maps for
evaluating the density of states (DOS) of these molecules were
executed by the PyMOlyze1.1 program.37 The plots of the
transition density matrix (TDM) were plotted by Multiwfn 3.8
operating software.38 In this paper, the planarity of the
molecules is examined through the VMD operating system.39

Geometrical analysis of noncovalent interactions (NCI)-
reduced density gradient analysis was performed to analyze
various interactions in proposed molecules.

The REs perform a critical role in calculating the overall
efficiency of anOSC. This energy fluctuates by internal as well as
external factors, but herein, we have merely counted in the
internal factors. The internal reorganization values are
determined by the symmetry of molecules. eqs 1 and 2 are
quite helpful in computing the RE of electrons (λe) and holes
(λh).

40

Figure 2. Absorption spectra of the DF-R molecule utilizing four DFT-
based functionals.
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where E+ represents the energy of neutral molecules at the
ground state. E0

+ specifies the energy of the cation by optimizing
the molecule at neutral state, whereas E0

− is the energy of the
anion by utilizing a neutral molecule.41,42

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Ground State Geometric Optimization. Molecular

geometry has a significant impact on optical and electrical

characteristics.43 Consequently, all of the compounds were
optimized in their ground state, and the bond length and
dihedral angle were approximated to explain the differences
brought about by the incorporation of various π-bridges
between the core and acceptor of the DF-R molecule. The
calculated bond lengths and dihedral angles of studiedmolecules
are summarized in Table 1. ForDF-R and all designedmolecules
from DF-M1 to DF-M6, La represents the bond length between
the terminal acceptors and the π-bridges, whereas Ld reveals the
bond length between the donor and the π-bridge. It was
perceived that all dihedral angles were in the range of 1.39−1.44
Å. Comparatively speaking, it falls within the typical range of
single and double bond lengths between carbon atoms, which
represents that higher conjugation is present in the designed
molecules. The designed molecules DF-M1, DF-M2, DF-M5,
and DF-M6 have lower bond length values than the DF-R
molecule, indicating higher conjugation being present in these
molecules.

The dihedral angle of all the molecules between the π-spacer/
bridges and acceptor is shown with θa and that between the
donor and π-spacer is shown with θs, in Figure 3. The dihedral
angle is helpful in describing the planarity of the molecule. The
planarity of the molecules also helps us improve the conjugation
and π−π assembling of the molecules.44 The increasing order of
the dihedral angle θa of designed molecules is as DF-M2 < DF-
M4 < DF-M1 < DF-M6 < DF-M5 < DF-M3, possessing values
0.006, 0.009, 0.02, 0.099, 12, and 28° respectively. The DF-M2
molecule has the lowest dihedral angle of 0.006°, thus indicating
the greater planarity in this molecule. DF-M3 shows a
comparatively higher dihedral angle of 28° than the reference
due to C−C bond between the π-spacer and terminal group; this
molecule shows a deviation from planarity. The designed
moleculeDF-M5 shows the highest dihedral angle and deviation
from planarity due to the presence of a bulky ester-containing π-
spacer. The main reason is the presence of stearic hindrance
between the bulky π-spacer and acceptor groups; thus, to
minimize the steric hindrance, these show a high dihedral angle
with a twisted acceptor part in the DF-M5 molecule. DF-M1,

DF-M2, DF-M4, and DF-M6 molecules show lower dihedral
angle values than the reference, thus exhibiting the higher
planarity and high charge transfer properties throughout the
molecules.
3.2. Planarity Analysis. To study the planarity of the

molecules in detail, calculations of the molecular planarity
parameter (MPP) and the span of deviation from the plane
(SDP) were performed. The MPP represents the overall
planarity of molecules, while the SDP represents the mean
deviation of all atoms from the central plane of molecule.45 The
observed MPP outcomes of DF-R and DF-M1 to DF-M6 are
within the range of 0.2958−1.0192 Å. A molecule with a lower
value of the MPP shows less deviance from planarity, and a
higher value of the MPP leads to nonplanarity of that molecule.
DF-M4 shows the lowest MPP value and, thus, the highest
planarity among all newly presented molecules. Moreover, a
highly planar structure exhibits high conjugation and charge
transfer properties. DF-M3 has the highest value of the MPP,
and thus, its structure is represented as slightly nonplanar with
respect to other molecules, as shown in Figure S1 (Supporting
Information).

Analyzing the SDP, the same types of outcomes are obtained.
The observed results are in the range of 1.319−5.6813 Å. The
lowest deviation from the planarity is seen in DF-M4, while the
largest deviation from the planarity is observed in DF-M5. This
deviation from the plane is as ester groups exist in the π-spacer,
which minimizes the steric hindrance between the acceptor and
π-spacer part and leads toward nonplanarity of acceptors; the
greater value of the SDP indicates that more parts of the
designed molecules have deviated from the plane and vice versa.
Atoms that are in a single plane are shown with white color,
while the atoms slightly above or below the plane are
represented with light blue and light red, respectively. The
dark blue and darkest red atoms are elevated over the plane
(positive deviation) and below the plane (negative deviation),
respectively.46 The pragmatic results of the MPP and SDP are
correlated with each other, and DF-M5 shows the highest
deviation from the plane, which might be due to its acetyl group
being attached at the periphery.
3.3. Frontier Molecular Orbitals. The highest occupied

molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular
orbital (LUMO) are called the frontier molecular orbitals
(FMOs). These two levels are helpful in studying electronic
clouds at different states, which elaborate the OSCs perform-
ance.45 TheHOMOpresent on the donor part acts like a valence
band, and the LUMO present on the acceptor part acts as a
conduction band. The band gap (Eg) occurs due to the
difference in energy levels of the HOMO and LUMO.47,48

Molecular Eg and reactivity have an inverse relationship with
each other. The molecules with low Eg values are less stable and
soft and possess a compound with a strong charge transport rate.
The HOMO and LUMO values have a direct effect on PV
properties.49

To comprehend the effect of π-bridges on the acceptor and
donor part, values for the HOMO and LUMO and associated, as
well as Eg were calculated using the MPW1PW91 functional.
The FMO structures with their Eg values of all molecules are
exposed in Figure 4. Green and red colors in HOMO and
LUMO structures represent negative and positive phases,
respectively.50 In the DF-R molecule, the charge potential is
confined to the donor and cyanide group of the acceptor region
in the HOMO, and in the LUMO, the charge potential shifts
from the central region to the outer regions of the molecule. In

Table 1. Calculated Bond Length and Dihedral Angle of DF-
R and All Analyzed Molecules

molecules bond length (Lb) (Å) dihedral angle (θs°) dihedral angle (θa°)
DF-R 1.41 0.012
DF-M1 1.39 0.58 0.02
DF-M2 1.40 0.40 0.006
DF-M3 1.44 0.28 28.000
DF-M4 1.41 0.68 0.009
DF-M5 1.40 17.00 12.00
DF-M6 1.40 1.30 0.099
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Figure 3. Optimized geometries of DF-R and all newly scrutinized molecules.
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designed molecules, charge density in the HOMO is spread on
the donor and slightly on the π-spacer and acceptor part of DF-
M1, DF-M2, DF-M3, DF-M4, DF-M5, and DF-M6 molecules.
However, charge is spread on the π-spacer in the LUMO, which
results in better charge transfer of all molecules. Charge
potential is also spread on the π-bridges, showing their

importance in charge transfer and related Eg. The HOMO−
LUMO charge transition is facilitated by π-bridges. These π-
bridges also have an electronegative element that helps in the

transfer of electrons from a molecule’s donor to its acceptor due

to conjugation which helps in charge transfer from the HOMO

Figure 4. HOMO−LUMO representation of DF-R and (DF-M1−DF-M6) molecules with concerned Eg values.
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to LUMO. The ELUMO energy level is reciprocal to the strength
of the electron acceptor.51

The ratio of electron densities on the π-bridges is positively
associated with the HOMO. The HOMO and LUMO energies
of DF-R andDF-M1 to DF-M6 are summarized in Table 3. The
order of reducing Eg is DF-R > DF-M6 > DF-M5 > DF-M4 >
DF-M3 > DF-M2 >DF-M1. As per the given order, DF-M1 has
the lowest band gap of 1.62 eV with respect to the DF-R
molecule. The reason behind this reduced Eg is the electron-
withdrawing effect of the (2-oxa-4,6,9-triaza-cyclopenta[b]-
naphthalene) type π-spacer owing to its more electronegative
oxygen atom, which enhanced conjugation, facilitating its
movement toward the acceptor. The slight difference between
the band gap ofDF-M1 andDF-M2 could just be because of the
more electronegative oxygen atom in the five membered ring of
the former molecule as opposed to the sulfur atom in the latter.
This slight modification led DF-M1 to have more electron-
extracting properties, making it easier for electrons to pass from
the ground state to excited state.
3.4. Quantum Chemical Study. The ionization potential

(IP) and electron affinity (EA) are helpful in elaborating the
charge transfer properties of organic species.52 Molecules having
a little IP possess an elevated HOMO energy level and the
molecules having a high EA exhibits lower LUMOenergy values,
possessing efficient charge transfer properties.53 Equations 3 and
4 may be used to determine the values of the investigated
compounds.

E EIP 0 0=[ ]+ (3)

E EEA 0 0=[ ] (4)

Table 4 summarizes the calculated values of IP and EA. In
comparison with DF-R, DF-M1, DF-M2, DF-M3, and DF-M5
exhibit lower IP values, but DF-M4 and DF-M6 have the lowest
values and thus exhibit a high HOMO value. DF-M1, DF-M2,
DF-M3, and DF-M5 molecules possess greater EA values than
the DF-R molecule. Therefore, these molecules have lower
LUMO energy values, resultantly having efficient charge transfer
properties.

Chemical hardness and softness play an efficient role in
estimating the reactivity and stability of organic moieties. The
molecules with large Eg exhibit greater stability and are known as
hard molecules, and those molecules possessing small Eg are less
stable but exhibit prominent charge transfer characteristics. The
IP and EA have a difference of half, which is termed chemical
hardness. The molecules having less hardness (η) and greater
softness values (S) have strong electron accepting and light-
harvesting efficiency (LHE) that show smooth transitions of
electrons.46

The EA and IP, in relation to chemical softness and hardness,
can be calculated from eqs 5 and 6.

S 1/(2 )= (5)

(IP EA)/2= (6)

Here, η represents the molecule’s chemical hardness, whereas S
denotes the molecule’s relative pliability. Softness has an inverse
relation with twice the value of hardness.54 The obtained values
are listed in Table 2. Table 2 shows that all developed
compounds are softer than DF-R, while in the case of softness,
all studied molecules DF-M1−DF-M6 have greater softness
than DF-R. However, DF-M1 and DF-M2 molecules have the
highest softness values. Resultantly, due to less hardness and
greater softness, DF-M1 and DF-M2 have efficient light
harvesting and electron-accepting properties than others. This
could be due to the more conjugated π-linkers attached in their
structures. Overall, it can be seen that the additional bridges
helped the molecules in attaining greater generation of electron
sand holes, in addition to increased reactivity.
3.5. Density of States Analysis. The DOS explains the

contribution of HOMO and LUMO energy levels in different
excited states. It represents the density of electronic states at
different energy levels. It helps identify the regions of the energy
spectrum in which the material has a high density of electronic
states. This information is relevant for understanding charge
transport as it indicates the availability of states for charge
carriers.55 DOS calculations ofDF-R and all the newly presented
molecules DF-M1−DF-M6 were executed using the
MPW1PW91/6-31(d,p) level. For the ease of understanding
the DOS, there are three distinct components of a molecule:
donor, π-spacer, and acceptor, as shown in Figure 5. In DF-R,
the participations of the acceptor and donor are shown by black
and red colored lines, accordingly. The participation of the
donor is shown with a black line, that of the acceptor is shown
with a green line, and that of the π-spacer is shown with a red
line. The blue line represents the total DOS (TDOS).
Furthermore, the peaks shown from −5.70 eV to −16 eV on
the x-axis are considered as theHOMO, and peaks shown on the
right side from −.329 to 6 eV are considered as the LUMO. The
area where no peaks are available is the Eg between the
elaborated HOMO and LUMO energy levels.56

Table 2. Calculated MPP and SDP Values of DF-R and All
Scrutinized Molecules

molecules MPP (Å) SDP (Å)

DF-R 0.924161 3.487054
DF-M1 0.334913 1.587155
DF-M2 0.802052 3.466552
DF-M3 1.019253 4.883185
DF-M4 0.295848 1.319465
DF-M5 0.8168812 5.681340
DF-M6 0.499424 2.633065

Table 3. HOMO and LUMO Energies and Band Gap Values
of All of the Studied Molecules

molecules EHOMO (eV) ELUMO (eV) Eg (eV)

DF-R −5.70 −3.29 2.41
DF-M1 −5.50 −3.88 1.62
DF-M2 −5.48 −3.85 1.63
DF-M3 −5.61 −3.71 1.90
DF-M4 −5.21 −3.22 1.99
DF-M5 −5.47 −3.38 2.09
DF-M6 −5.22 −3.09 2.13

Table 4. Calculated IP, EA, and Chemical Hardness and
Softness of DF-R and All Six Reported Molecules

molecules IP (eV) EA (eV) hardness (η) softness (S)

DF-R 6.2583 2.4489 1.90 0.26
DF-M1 5.9862 3.2652 1.36 0.36
DF-M2 5.9862 3.2652 1.36 0.36
DF-M3 5.9862 2.9931 1.49 0.33
DF-M4 5.7141 2.4489 1.63 0.31
DF-M5 5.9862 2.721 1.63 0.31
DF-M6 5.7141 2.4489 1.63 0.31
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The involvement of every fragment to a corresponding energy
level is obtained by Mullikan’s calculations, as illustrated in
Table 5. In DF-M1, the donor part has a 44.1% contribution in
the HOMO region, and the π-spacer part has a 59.0%

contribution in the LUMO region. In DF-M2, the donor part
has a in the HOMO region, and the π-spacer has a 57.9%
contribution in the LUMO region of this molecule. In DF-M3,
80.0% of the influence of the donor part is in the HOMO region,

Figure 5. DOS plots of DF-R and all studied (DF-M1 to DF-M6) molecules.
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and the contribution of the π-spacer part is 49.3% in raising the
LUMO region. In DF-M4, the donor part has a 68.3%
contribution in the 50.6% participation HOMO part, and the
acceptor has a major 53.8% contribution in the LUMO region.

In DF-M5, there is a 60.2% contribution of donors in increasing
the HOMO relative intensity level, and the acceptor has 42.2%
participation in increasing the LUMO intensity. In DF-M6, the
donor has a 70.1% involvement in the HOMO, while, the
acceptor has a 52.8% contribution in the LUMO region of this
molecule. TheDF-M1molecule revealed that with better charge
density present in the LUMO region, a higher concentration of
charge transfer takes place. It is elaborated that the involvement
of the donor in DF-R has higher energy level in HOMO, while
the addition of bridges in DF-M1 to DF-M,6 results in efficient
contribution in increasing both HOMO and LUMO peaks, and
it shows their somewhat planar configuration compared to the
DF-Rmolecule. It could be seen fromTable 5 that the additional
bridges have effectively shifted the LUMO density from the
donor region of the molecules toward the peripheries, thus

Table 5. DOS Calculation Representing the Percentage
Participation of Donors, π-Spacers, and Acceptors of
Designed and DF-R in Developing the HOMO and LUMO

molecules energy states donor (%) π-spacer (%) acceptor (%)

DF-R HOMO 75.9 24.1
LUMO 47.7 52.3

DF-M1 HOMO 44.1 26.5 29.4
LUMO 25.9 59.0 15.2

DF-M2 HOMO 50.6 25.4 24.1
LUMO 25.9 57.9 16.2

DF-M3 HOMO 80.0 14.1 5.9
LUMO 19.8 49.3 31.0

DF-M4 HOMO 68.3 17.1 14.6
LUMO 23.3 23.0 53.8

DF-M5 HOMO 60.2 22.9 16.9
LUMO 31.6 28.3 40.2

DF-M6 HOMO 70.1 16.3 13.6
LUMO 24.4 22.8 52.8

Figure 6. (a) Absorption spectra of DF-R and all studied molecules in
the gas phase and (b) absorption spectra of DF-R and all studied
molecules in chloroform solvent.

Table 6. λmax, Ex, Osscillator Strength ( f), and Assignment of
DF-R and Studied Molecules in Gaseous Medium

molecules

exp.
λmax
(nm)

calculated
λmax (nm)

excitation
energies Ex

(eV)

oscillator
strength

( f) assignment

DF-R 671 613 2.02 3.06 H−L
(+99%)

DF-M1 958 1.29 1.78 H−L
(+99%)

DF-M2 931 1.33 2.40 H−L
(+99%)

DF-M3 783 1.58 2.56 H−L
(+97%)

DF-M4 735 1.68 3.49 H−L
(+98%)

DF-M5 718 1.72 3.17 H−L
(+99%)

DF-M6 694 1.78 3.50 H−L
(+96%)

Table 7. λmax, Ex, f, and Assignment of DF-R and Studied
Molecules in Solvent (Chloroform) Medium

molecules

exp.
λmax
(nm)

calculated
λmax (nm)

excitation
energies Ex

(eV)

oscillator
strength

( f) assignment

DF-R 671 651 1.90 3.32 H−L
(+96%)

DF-M1 1006 1.23 2.24 H−L
(+99%)

DF-M2 1004 1.23 2.78 H-L
(+99%)

DF-M3 841 1.47 2.84 H−L
(+97%)

DF-M4 792 1.56 3.82 H−L
(+99%)

DF-M5 771 1.60 3.39 H−L
(+97%)

DF-M6 745 1.66 3.74 H−L
(+98%)

Table 8. Calculated μ of All Considered Molecules in Gas and
Solvent Phases and the Difference between Them

molecules dipole moment (μg) dipole moment (μs) μs − μg

DF-R 0.386188 0.365837 0.020351
DF-M1 0.387047 0.194964 0.192083
DF-M2 5.514665 4.394846 1.119819
DF-M3 0.610954 0.519741 0.091213
DF-M4 1.954687 1.670631 0.284056
DF-M5 7.143434 5.551181 1.592253
DF-M6 1.528283 1.312200 0.216083
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improving the intramolecular charge transferring aptitude of the
molecules.
3.6. Optical Properties. An absorption spectrum is very

effective in elaborating the optoelectronic properties of the
molecules. A chromophore absorbs only that part of radiation
whose energy matches their band gaps and enters an excited
state. To study the utilization of solar energy by these molecules
that result in better charge transfer, the maximum absorption
(λmax), oscillator strength ( f), dipolemoment (μ), and excitation
energy values are observed.57 All of the spectral values of
chromophore analysis in the gaseous phase are presented in
Figure 6. The probability of transition is known as the oscillator
strength, and the energy obligatory for transition is called
excitation; therefore, a molecule with la ow excitation energy
(Ex), high f, and enhanced absorption at a higher molar
absorption coefficient (ε) is expected to produce prominent

intramolecular charge transfer (ICT).58−60 The absorption
profiles of molecules involved in current study are represented in
Figure 6. The electron-withdrawing moieties and π-bridges have
a significant effect on the absorption maximum and band gap of
the molecules. This is because of the cumulative impact of
auxochromes and chromophores,61 and all the designed
molecules show maximum absorption in the visible region and
the two designed molecules DF-M1 and DF-M2 show
absorption in the near-IR region. The λmax values of molecules
in the gaseous state follow the increasing order of DF-R < DF-
M6 < DF-M5 < DF-M4 < DF-M3 < DF-M2 < DF-M1 and are
613, 694, 718, 735, 783, 931, and 958 nm, respectively, as
mentioned in Table 6. However, in the chloroform solvent, the
absorption maximum was shifted in the decreasing order of DF-
M1 > DF-M2 > DF-M3 > DF-M4 > DF-M5 > DF-M6 and DF-
R molecules, with values of 1006, 1004, 841, 792, 771, 745, and
651 nm, respectively.DF-R in the gaseous state and solvent state
has a low value of maximum absorption wavelength compared to
the designed molecules due to less conjugation than the
designed molecules containing the π-bridges because these
provide better space for conjugation, where all the proposed
molecules have a larger value of λmax and increased absorbance in
the UV−vis spectrum, and in the near-IR region, this is because
of the presence of electron-drawing groups and π-bridge
insertion in designedmolecules compared to theDF-Rmolecule
without any pi bridges. DF-M4, DF-M5, and DF-M6 have
strong electron-withdrawing groups and π-bridges, but they do
not provide larger sites for conjugation and have a low value of

Figure 7. MEP maps of DF-R and DF-M1 to DF-M6 molecules under analysis.

Table 9. Calculated Eb of DF-R and DF-M1 to DF-M6
Molecules in the Gas Phase and Solvent along with the IC

molecules EH−L (eV) Eb (eV) gaseous Eb (eV) solvent IC

DF-R 2.41 0.38 0.50 0.68520
DF-M1 1.62 0.32 0.38 0.66975
DF-M2 1.63 0.29 0.39 0.67709
DF-M3 1.90 0.31 0.42 0.68424
DF-M4 1.99 0.30 0.42 0.68006
DF-M5 2.09 0.36 0.48 0.66852
DF-M6 2.13 0.34 0.46 0.67358
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λmax and a low red shift value compared to the other designed
molecules but a high value compared to that of DF-R molecules.

DF-M1 and DF-M2 show maximum red shift values because
of the presence of an electron-pulling group on the acceptor part
of the molecule. These molecules are efficient in trapping a
broad range of wavelengths in visible and IR regions from
electromagnetic radiation. By comparing the values of the
gaseous phase and solvent phase (chloroform), a strong red shift
is shown by all the molecules in the solution form, which shows
the efficient effect of the solvent in increasing the λmax values. Eg
and λmax are inversely proportional, and the higher value of λmax
causes a narrowing of theEg, causing the absorption spectra to
redshift.62 As may be seen from the foregoing discussion, the
designed molecules show greater absorption with respect to the
DF-R molecule in both the solvent and gaseous phases. Thus,
scrutinized molecules would be considered better molecules for
the fabrication of OSCs. Since the DF-M1 and DF-M2

molecules had the biggest red shift absorption and the smallest
Eg in the gas phase and the chloroform solvent, respectively, they
should have been chosen as the best molecules for production
and testing in PV systems. However, it should be kept in mind
that all other molecules fall in the range of the visible region,
where photon flux density is maximum, i.e., between 500 and
800 nm.35 This shows that the effectiveness of the other four
molecules cannot be negated as they, in addition to falling in
range, also have higher absorption maxima than the reference.
So, it could be assumed that DF-M3 to DF-M6 might have an
even greater aptitude than the other two in the sense of PV
properties.

Another main optical property of the molecules is the
oscillator strength “f”. Eg and f have linear relationships. DF-R
has a low value of oscillation strength compared to the newly
designed molecule except DF-M1, DF-M2, and DF-M3
molecules. Higher values of oscillating strength of our DF-M4,
DF-M5, and DF-M6 molecules than that of DF-R shows that
these designed molecules have greater efficiency and a greater
ability to exploit the absorbed radiation, tend to provide better
sites for intermolecular charge transfer, and show greater
electronic transitions. The increasing order of oscillator strength
of the molecules is DF-M1 <DF-M5 <DF-M6 <DF-M2 <DF-
M3 <DF-M4 in chloroform, asmentioned in Table 7. Among all
the newly designed molecules, DF-M4 has the highest value of
oscillator strength.

The amount of minimal energy required for the electrical
transfer from the ground to the excited state is the excitation

Figure 8. Representing the division of DF-R and designed molecules into different regions for the TDM study.

Table 10. Tabulated Oscillator Strength ( f) and LHE Values
of All Studied Molecules

molecules f LHE

DF-R 3.32 0.9995
DF-M1 2.24 0.9942
DF-M2 2.78 0.9983
DF-M3 2.84 0.9985
DF-M4 3.82 0.9998
DF-M5 3.39 0.9995
DF-M6 3.74 0.9998
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energy (Ex). If a molecule’s band gap is large, value of Ex will be
larger.63 DF-R has a higher Ex value (1.90 eV) than any
developed compound, which shows great charge transferring

ability and easy excitation of an electron compared toDF-R. The
Ex of the DF-MR is 2.02 eV, the highest value among the newly
designed molecules, which shows that our proposed molecules

Figure 9. Electronic transition of DF-R and charge transfer from the donor to end group of all designed molecules under investigation by utilizing
TDM plots.
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Figure 10. Scatter graphs and gradient isosurfaces of DF-R and DF-M1 to DF-M6 molecules.
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have efficient charge mobility in both the solvent and gaseous
phases. DF-M1 and DF-M2 have the lowest value of Ex and low
Eg because of the presence of an electronegative element on the
acceptor part and π-spacer part of the molecules and have
greater capability to pull the electron toward themselves, leading
to better charge shifting in molecules, and smooth electronic
transitions occur in these two molecules.
3.7. Dipole Moment (μ). The dipole moment is useful in

elaborating on the efficacy of any organic PV cell. It has a straight
relation to the polarity of molecules. Therefore, polar solvents
are optimal for dissolving compounds with a high degree of
polarity. The polarity helps in the self-aggregation, and side
chains act as pathways for charge transformations.64 The highly
symmetrical molecules have the advantage of enhanced
conjugation and effective light absorption abilities.65 The dipole
moment is useful in elaborating on the efficacy of any OSC
because it affects the charge separation and exciton dissociation
processes, which are crucial for the photovoltaic performance of
the cell.66−68 The dipole moment difference between ground
and excited states can influence the degree of photoinduced
charge transfer and the Coulombic binding energy of the
exciton, which can facilitate or hinder charge separation.69 A
larger dipole moment difference can lower the Coulombic

binding energy and enhances the exciton dissociation and charge
generation, leading to a higher PCE.70

By comparing the μ of considered molecules DF-M1 to DF-
M6 with that of the DF-R molecules, the increasing order of the
dipole moment is DF-M1 < DF-M3 < DF-M6 < DF-M4 < DF-
M2 and DF-M5. Each of the engineered molecules has a greater
μ than the DF-R molecule except DF-M1 in the gaseous phase
but has slightly increased values in the solvent phase. Table 8
lists the values for the dipole moments in the gaseous and solvent
forms for all designed and DF-R compounds. DF-M2, DF-M5,
and DF-M6 show greater dipole moment values in both the
gaseous and chloroform phase. Therefore, these are efficient
molecules with reduced disorders found between donor and
acceptor parts. Moreover, these molecules also have reduced
charge recombination to the exciton.
3.8. Molecular Electrostatic Potential. The molecular

electrostatic potential (MEP) helps us visualize the 3-D display
of the dispersion of charges over the molecules. The presence of
lone pairs, electrons, and electrophilic species indicates that
these are electron-rich sites. Charge distribution in the MEP is
represented by red, blue, and green colors. The red areas have a
negative potential and are rich in electrons. The color blue
indicates an area with a positive potential and the absence of
electrons. The green color represents zero potential. It gives an
understanding of electrophilic and nucleophilic attacking sites.
Electron-rich red color performs as an area for electrophile
attack, and the electron-deficient blue color performs as an area
for nucleophile attack.71 The more distance between positive
and negative potentials, the greater will be the charge
separation.72

The MEP plots of reference DF-R and all of the investigated
DF-M1−DF-M6 molecules are shown in Figure 7. In the
designed molecules, the red color is represented around all the
unsaturated and electronegative atoms like nitrogen (N) and
oxygen (O) atoms. However, all of the π-bridges show a blue
color and act as an electrophile. In DF-M1 and DF-M2
molecules, efficient charge separation is present between the
core, π-spacer, and end groups of these molecules. There is a
prominent red color present on the end groups with powerful
electron-withdrawing ability; thus, better electron density
separation occurs. There is a green color present on the alkyl
chains on the thiophene rings that shows neutral regions.
3.9. Exciton Binding Energy (Eb). On the absorption of

electromagnetic radiations, electron−hole pairs are generated
for a short time and the energy required to dissociate this exciton
pair is called electron dissociation energy or binding energy
(Eb).

23 The exciton splitting probability is inversely proportional
to the dissociation energy of the exciton and proportional to the
Columbic forces. The lower the Eb of the electron and the hole,
the weaker the Coulombic forces present between them; thus,
proper charge dissociation occurs and these excitons can easily
move toward their respective electrodes; and resultantly,
maximum photocurrent will be generated. As shown in eq 7
below, the values are derived by subtracting the exciton and
electronic Eg values.

E E Eb g x= (7)

For the above equation, Ex is the optical band ga,p Eg is the
electronic band gap, and Eb is the dissociation or binding energy
of the exciton.73 In the gaseous medium, the Eb values of the
newly designed molecules (DF-M1 to DF-M6) along with the
DF-R molecule are in the decreasing order of DF-R > DF-M5 >
DF-M6 > DF-M1 > DF-M3 > DF-M4 > DF-M2, and in the

Table 11. RE Values of DF-R and DF-M1−DF-M6 Molecules

molecules λe (eV) λh (eV)

DF-R 0.1913679 0.2134259
DF-M1 0.1411818 0.1683049
DF-M2 0.0683896 0.1566471
DF-M3 0.2003499 0.2400578
DF-M4 0.1065734 0.2037914
DF-M5 0.1978983 0.1869113
DF-M6 0.1313589 0.2182036

Figure 11. Scatter plot of λe and λh values of all of the examined
molecules.

Table 12. Calculated VOC, Normalized VOC, FF, and Energy
Loss of All the Analyzed Molecules

molecules Voc (eV) normalized Voc FF energy loss (eV)

DF-R 1.73 66.8899 0.9232 0.68
DF-M1 1.14 44.0580 0.8934 0.48
DF-M2 1.17 45.2174 0.8956 0.46
DF-M3 1.31 50.6280 0.9043 0.59
DF-M4 1.80 69.5652 0.9256 0.19
DF-M5 1.64 63.3816 0.9198 0.45
DF-M6 1.93 74.5894 0.9296 0.20
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solvent phase, the decreasing order is DF-R > DF-M5 > DF-M6
> DF-M4 = DF-M3 > DF-M2 > DF-M1. From these obtained
values, it has been observed that each molecule has a lower value
for Eb than the DF-R molecule. DF-M2 has the lowest Eb value
(0.29 eV), thus representing the improved capability of exciton
dissociation in the gaseous phase. Moreover, in the solvent
phase, DF-M1 has lowest Eb value (0.38 eV) due to its lowest
band gap and excitation energy, attributed to its highly
conjugated and electron-withdrawing bridge group, which
represents its prominent ability to charge transfer toward
electrodes in the solvent phase (Table 9).

The interaction coefficient (IC) quantifies the molecular
interactions within these materials, affecting charge separation,
transport, and recombination processes. The IC values of the
acceptor molecules are as follows: DF-M5 (0.66852) < DF-M1
(0.66975) < DF-M6 (0.67358) < DF-M2 (0.67709) < DF-M4
(0.68006) <DF-R (0.68520) <DF-M3 (0.68424). The order of
IC values suggests that DF-M5 has the weakest interactions,
while DF-R has the strongest interactions. DF-M2 and DF-M4
exhibit promising IC values, indicating potential for efficient
charge separation and transport. Therefore, for enhancing the
efficiency of OSCs, it is advisable to select acceptor molecules
with optimized IC values, such as DF-M2 and DF-M4, to

achieve a balance between charge separation and recombination
processes.
3.10. Analysis of the TDM. TDM analysis is an effective

method of proving the existence of the S0−S1 transition state in a
vacuum, as well as the detected electron excitation and charge
density and the existence as well as the mobility of the exciton
throughout the donor, π-spacer and acceptor part.74,75 The
TDM plots of DF-R and the designed molecules DF-M1−DF-
M6 are shown in Figure 9. All the atoms present in the molecule
represent the migration of charge density instead of the
hydrogen atom; thus, hydrogen atoms are removed by default
in analysis, as shown in Figure 8. For the study of transitions, the
scrutinized molecules are partitioned into donor (D), π-spacer
(S), and acceptor (A) parts. The numbers on the x-axes and y-
axes, respectively, show the total number of atoms in the
molecule in question. The density coefficient is shown by the
vertical bar in blue that gradually becomes red on the right-hand
side of the diagrams.

In the DF-R molecule, the charge density is spread diagonally
and off-diagonally all over the molecule. In DF-M1 and DF-M2,
the highest charge density is present in the π-spacer region,
which could reduce their efficiency in terms of effective charge
transfer from the donating center toward the peripheral
acceptors. In DF-M3, charge density is present in the donor

Figure 12. Comparison between open circuit voltages of values of all scrutinized molecules and combined donor J61.
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and π-spacer parts of this molecule, as shown by bright areas in
plots. But in DF-M4, DF-M5, and DF-M6, charge density is
spread on the donor, π-spacer, and acceptor parts of these
molecules, represented by bright fringes in the molecules. Thus,
it could be said that the bridges attached in these molecules, due
to their greater charge transfer ability and smaller size, might
help the molecules in effective charge transferring properties.
This elaborates the significant effect of different π-spacers on
efficient charge transfer between different regions of the
molecules.
3.11. Light-Harvesting Efficiency. By estimating the LHE,

we can analyze the efficacy of the material, short circuit current
(JSC), and optical property of the material.49 Its significance is
proportional to the magnitude of the oscillator in the solvent
phase. Increasing the oscillator’s strength results in a higher LHE
of the materials, and it tends to increase the JSC and PCE of the
materials.76 There is no unit of LHE because it is calculated from
the oscillator strength of the molecules, and by itself, the LHE
has no unit and is dimensionless.77 The LHE can be calculated
by eq 8.

LHE 1 10 f= (8)

Here, f denotes the oscillator strength, and values are listed in
Table 10. The result shows that DF-M4 and DF-M6 have the
highest values of the LHE and hence show a greater ability to
harvest the light thanDF-R because of higher oscillator strength.
DF-M5 has a comparable value of the LHE to DF-R. The order
of increasing efficiency of the molecules to harvest the light is
DF-M1 <DF-M2 <DF-M3 <DF-M5 <DF-M6 <DF-M4.DF-
M4 to DF-M6 might be outperforming the other three due to
their better π-linkers, which instead of shifting the charge density
toward themselves could effectively transfer it toward the
peripheral acceptors of the molecules.
3.12. Reduced Density Gradient Inspection. To study

the NCI more efficiently, a visualization method is utilized,

known as the reduced density gradient (RDG). The scattered
graphs and gradient isosurfaces of DF-R and DF-M1−DF-M6
molecules are shown in Figure 10. The RDG spectra are divided
into three colors blue, green, and red, in which function λ2(r)
lies in a range between −0.035 and 0.000 au. The represented
peaks having a region of λ2(r) < 0 (least value −0.05 au as in our
case) are blue in color, which indicates strong electrostatic
interactions such as hydrogen bonding, etc. In the area of λ2(r)
= 0, the green color spikes are present, which indicate NCI, i.e.,
London dispersion forces, dipole−dipole interactions, etc. The
red color spikes are present in the region λ2(r) > 0, indicating
the stearic repulsion between atoms of all themolecules. In RDG
analysis of all designed molecules (DF-M1−DF-M6), green
color appears between the graphdiyne surface and blistering
agents, which represents weak non-NCI.78 These interactions
can also be visualized by RDG plots from −0.02 to 0.01 au. All
scrutinized molecules have weak participation of London
dispersion forces, quite similar to the SAPT analysis. Moreover,
C−H and π interactions are represented by red and green flasky
regions from 0.00 to 0.01 au, respectively. There is the absence
of hydrogen bonding and NCI between graphdiyne surfaces and
blistering agents because there are no blue peaks from −0.01 to
0.05 au. The red spikes in the RDG plots represent the exchange
of forces by repulsion between carbon atoms on a graphdiyne
sheet. The higher exchange rate energy of these molecules is due
to the involvement of intermolecular repulsion instead of
intramolecular.
3.13. Reorganization Energy. The RE is another helpful

tool for determining the efficiency of OSCs. Smaller values of the
RE tend to generate a higher mobility rate of charge transfer.79

There are two forms of RE, i.e., external and internal. Our main
emphasis is on the internal RE of the molecules.80 The result
shows that the value of λe of DF-M1, DF-M2, DF-M4, and DF-
M6 are lower than that of DF-R, demonstrating a greater flow of
electrons in these molecules (Table 11). DF-M2 has the lowest

Figure 13. HOMO/LUMO charge transfer between the J61 polymer and DF-M6 designed molecule.
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value of λe, owing to its planarity of structure compared to that of
other molecules. The order of increasing values of λe of newly
proposed molecules is DF-M2 < DF-M4 < DF-M6 < DF-M1 <
DF-5 < DF-M3. The values of λh of DF-M1, DF-M2, DF-4, and
DF-M5 are lower than that of DF-R. Individually, DF-M2 has
the lowest λh than all other molecules. The increasing order of
value of λh of molecules isDF-M2 <DF-M1 <DF-M5 <DF-M4
< DF-M6 < DF-M3, as shown in Figure 11. The values of λe are
low, as compared to the λh values, confirming that these
molecules might be acceptors owing to their lower electron REs
in the BHJ layer of organic PV cells.
3.14. Device Efficiency. The extreme voltage achieved

while no external current is flowing is known as the open circuit
voltage (VOC). The VOC can be calculated by using eq 9.81

V
e

E E
1

( ) 0.3OC LUMO of acceptor HOMO of donor=
(9)

where VOC is the open-circuit voltage, and 0.3 is a practical
adjustment. Moreover, in this theoretical study work’s
constructed molecules, e is taken into consideration to be a
standard charge with a value of 1. The values of VOC, normalized
VOC, and FF are written in Table 12. These values are obtained
by taking our studied molecules as acceptors. The energy levels
of the studied molecules as well as the J61 donor with the
estimated VOC, are shown in Figure 12. Therefore, their LUMO
values are used for the estimation of VOC by using the HOMOof
J61, which has a LUMO energy value of −3.08 eV and aHOMO
energy value of −5.32 eV.82 In comparison with the DF-R
molecule, the two newly designed molecules (DF-M4 and DF-
M6) have higher VOC due to an upshift in the LUMO energy
level, attributed to their charge transferring bridges, which
indicates their good voltage generation property. Thus, it could
be said that fromDF-M1 toDF-M3, due to the greater electron-
accepting properties of these bridges instead of charge
transferring, their lowered LUMO level has reduced their VOC,
despite the greater conjugation present in them.

The PCE of the engineered molecules is proportional to the
FF of the designed molecules. This value has no dimension and
can be calculated by employing eq 10.

( )
FF

ln 0.72

1

eV
K T

eV
K T

eV
K T

OC

B

OC

B

OC

B

=
+

+ (10)

In the above equation, normalized VOC = eVoc/KBT, where KB
is the Boltzmann constant in eV, T shows the room temperature
up to 300 K, and e is the charge with a value of 1.35,83,84 DF-M4
and DF-M6 molecules show maximum values of the FF (Table
12); thus, these can be used in the active layer of OSCs to
enhance OSC efficiencies.

Energy loss is a crucial parameter that affects the OSCs
functionality. The amount of energy converted from light energy
to electrical energy has a direct effect on the extent of energy
generated by OSCmolecules. The higher energy loss results in a
decreased overall performance and a lowered PCE of OSCs.
Reducing the energy loss is a critical problem for the production
of OSCs exhibiting excellent efficiencies. Energy loss values of all
the examined molecules were determined by using eq 11.

E E qVloss g oc= (11)

where Eg shows the orbital band gap and “q” represents the
elementary charge. The examined energy loss values of all
modeled molecules are listed in Table 12. The total Eloss value in

the DF-R molecule is 0.68 eV, while in newly presented
molecules (DF-M1 to DF-M6), the values of energy loss are
0.48, 0.46, 0.59, 0.19, 0.45, and 0.20 eV, respectively. Thus, all
the designed chromophores exhibit lower Eloss values thanDF-R.
This can be due to the low band gap of the newly designed
molecules. Designing NFA molecules with a narrow band gap
can minimize energy losses due to thermalization. This can also
be due to the proper energy level alignment between the donor
and acceptor materials, which is essential to minimize energy
losses. By matching the energy levels and reducing the energy
offset between donors and acceptors, the energy loss due to
charge transfer can be reduced, leading to improved device
performance.85,86

Furthermore, longer conjugation allows for a broader
absorption spectrum, enabling the utilization of a larger portion
of the solar spectrum and minimizing energy losses due to
underutilized photons.87 The insertion of π-spacers has resulted
in extended conjugation, narrowing the band gap, improving the
light absorption, and increasing the charge mobility in newly
designed molecules.10,88 These spacers can enhance the
intermolecular π−π stacking interactions, leading to better
charge transfer and reduced energy losses due to charge
recombination.89 All these factors contribute towardminimizing
the energy loss in OSCs. Among all scrutinized molecules, DF-
M4 exhibited a prominent reduction in the Eloss value.
Consequently, all novel scrutinized molecules exhibit greater
functioning qualities than the DF-R molecule because of
lowered Eloss values.
3.15. Charge Transfer Analysis of the J61:DF-M6

Complex. In order to analyze charge transfer analysis between
the donor (J61) and designed molecules, DF-M6 was selected
due to its extra ordinary charge transporting properties, higher
Voc, and comparatively reduced Eloss values. In NFAs, the J61
polymer acts as a donor in OSCs. The theoretically determined
charge transfer analysis between J61 and the DF-M6 donor
complex and acceptor molecules, respectively, is illustrated in
Figure 13.

It can be seen that excellent charge transfer occurred from J61
to DF-M6. The FMO pattern revealed that the HOMO density
resides on the polymer donor (J61) and the LUMO density is
present on the acceptor (DF-M6) molecule, which validates
charge transfer from the donor to DF-M6. These outcomes
confirm that these newly designed molecules can be utilized for
the manufacture of proficient OSC devices in future.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Six A−π−D−π−A type molecules (DF-M1 to DF-M6) were
proposed theoretically, and their photovoltaic properties are
studied using DFT approaches. All the scrutinized molecules
having π−π-spacers shows greater absorption than DF-R in the
UV and near-infrared regions. Here, DF-M1 and DF-M2 show
absorption at 1006 and 1004 nm, respectively, in the chloroform
solvent and have the smallest HOMO and LUMO band gap
(1.62 and 1.63 eV, respectively) compared to other molecules.
DF-M1 shows the lowest binding energy, 0.38 eV, in the solvent
phase; thus, easier exciton dissociation takes place. In the case of
the dipole moment, DF-M2, DF-M5, and DF-M6 have the
highest dipole moment; therefore, these molecules have better
aggregation properties with little defects in the donor and
acceptor parts of these molecules. RE analysis indicated thatDF-
M2 has its least value for electrons (0.0683896 eV) and also has
the lowest hole RE (0.1566471 eV). DF-M4 and DF-M6
showed higher VOC (1.80 and 1.93 eV, respectively) than the
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DF-R molecule, exhibiting improved efficiency for organic
photovoltaic cells. Furthermore, because all of these molecules
show reduced energy loss as compared to the reference
molecule, these molecules can be used to replace the pre-
existing DF-R molecule to develop efficient solar devices.
Results indicate that the spacers used in DF-M1 and DF-M2 are
more efficient in lowering the band gap, improving light
absorption, and increasing the charge mobility. On the spacer
(π-linkers) used in the DF-M6 molecule is most proficient for
lowering the energy loss in OSCs. Here, it is concluded that the
π-linkers having extended conjugation and a low band gap can
be utilized as bridges in order to develop solar cells with reduced
energy losses.
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